
 

 

Migration, Immigration, Transformation (circa 1910-1920) 
 

I. Introduction to the Great Migration 
 
A. Map Analysis Activity: Visit the Schomburg Center site (search In Motion: The African 
American Migration Experience èMapsèThe Great Migration) 
What are three things you can learn from each map or diagram?  These can be either generalizations 
or specific facts of interest. 
 
B. Art Analysis Activity: Visit lawrencemigration.phillipscollection.org containing the images 
and words from Jacob Lawrence’s Great Migration series. and make a list of PUSH and PULL 
factors that led to the Great Migration.   
 
C. Primary Source: The Crisis, June 1917 (see pp. 2-6) 
 
D. Primary Source Activity: Letters to the Chicago Defender & from Migrants (see pp. 7-15) 
 
E. Video: Up South: African-American Migration in the Era of the Great War (3 minutes, 38  
seconds; search YouTube) 
 
 
II. The Great Migration to Philadelphia 
 
A. Reading: Black Migration North (see p. 16) 
 
B. Video Activity: Philadelphia: The Great Experiment film clip comparison (see p. 17) 
 
C. Primary Source Activity: Sadie Tanner Mossell’s Thesis (see pp.18-22) 
 
F. Reading: Examining Class and Racial Dynamics on the Anniversary of the 1918 Riots in South 
Philadelphia (see pp. 24-26) 
 
E. Primary Source Collection: The Challenge of Housing (see pp. 27-30) 
 
 
III. Oral History Research & Simulation: Digging Deeper into the Great 
Migration to Philadelphia (see pp. 31-34) 
 
 
IV. Final Assessment (see pp. 35) 
 
V. Current Connections (see p. 36) 
 
VI. Outstanding Websites (see p. 36) 
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Letters of Black Migrants in the Chicago Defender, 1916-1918 
 

The Chicago Defender was a weekly black newspaper that was read by African Americans in 
that city as well as throughout the South. Many readers wrote to the newspaper seeking 
information about life in the North. These letters were published in the Journal of Negro History 
in 1919. 
Teaching Idea: After reviewing PUSH & PULL factors involved in the Great Migration, distribute 
letters to pairs of students (there are 18 in total; you may want some pairs to read two short letters 
while other pairs read one longer letter). Using two different color highlighters or markers, have 
students identify PUSH factors using one color and PULL factors using another. Indicate that not every 
letter will have both.  
Then, have students share their findings by having them write on post-it notes or chart paper. This can 
be followed by a teacher-led debrief with a goal of determining generalizations about why migrants 
wanted to leave the South and what they expected to find in the North. 
 
Dallas, Tex., April 23, 1917 
      Dear Sir: Having been informed through the Chicago Defender paper that I can secure 
information from you. I am a constant reader of the Defender and am contemplating on leaving 
here for some point north. Having your city in view I thought to inquire of you about 
conditions for work, housing, wages and everything necessary. I am now employed as a laborer 
in a structural shop, have worked for the firm five years. 
 I stored ears for Armour packing co. 3 years, I also claims to know something about candy 
making, am handy at most anything for an honest living. I am 31 yrs. Old have a very industrious 
wife, no children. If chances are available for work of any kind let me know. Any information 
you can give me will be highly appreciated. 
 
Mobile, Ala., April 27, 1917 
      Sir: Your advertisement appearing in the Chicago Defender have influenced me to write to 
you with no delay. For seven previous years I bore the reputation of a first class laundress in 
Selma. I have much experience with all of the machines in this laundry. This laundry is noted for 
its skillful work of neatness and ect. We do sample work for different laundries of neighboring 
cities, viz. Montgomery, Birmingham, and Mobile once or twice a year. At present I do house 
work but would like to get in touch with the Chicago . . . . I have an eager desire of a clear 
information how to get a good position. I have written recommendation from the foreman of 
which I largely depend upon as a relief. You will do me a noble favor with an answer in the 
earliest possible moment with a description all about the work. 
 
Greenwood, Miss., Apr. 22, 1917 
Sir: I noticed in the Defender about receiving some information from you about positions up 
there or rather work and I am very anxious to know what the chances are for business men. I 
am very anxious to leave the South on account of my children but my husband doesn't seem to 
think that he can succeed there in business, he is a merchant and also knows the barber trade 
what are the chances for either? Some of our folks down here have the idea that this Northern 
movement means nothing to any body but those who go out and labor by the day. I am willing 
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to work myself to get a start. Tell me what we could really do. I will do most anything to get 
our family out of Barn. Please let this be confidential. 
 
 
Marcel, Miss.,  October 4, 1917 
      Dear Sir: Although I am a stranger to you but I am a man of the so called colored race and 
can give you the very best or reference as to my character and ability by prominent citizens of 
my community by both white and colored people that knows me although am native of 
Mississippi. Now I am a reader of your paper the Chicago Defender. After reading your writing 
ever week I am compell[ed] & persuade to say that I know you are a real man of my color you 
have I know heard of the south land & I need not tell you any thing about it. I am going to ask 
you a favor and at the same time beg you for your kind and best advice. I wants to come to 
Chicago to live. I am a manof a family wife and I child can do just any work in the line of 
common labor & I have for the present sufficient means to support us till I can obtain a 
position. Now should I come to your town, would you please to assist me in getting a position I 
am willing to pay whatever you charge I don't want you to loan me not 1 cent but help me to 
find an occupation there in your town now I has a present position that will keep me employed 
till the first of Dec. 1917. now please give me your best advice on this subject. I enclose stamp 
for reply. 
 
Jacksonville, Fla., April 4, 1917 
      Dear Sir: I have been taking defender for sevel months and I have seen that there is lots of 
good work in that section and I want to say as you are the editor of that paper I wish that you 
would let me know if there is any wheare up there that I can get in with an intucion that I may 
get my wife and my silf from down hear and can bring just as miney more as he want we are 
suffing to hear all the work is giveing to poor white peples and we can not get anything doe at 
all I will go to pennsylvania or n y state or N J or Ill. Or any wheare that I can surport my wife I 
am past master of son of light in Mass. Large Royal arch and is in good standing all so the good 
Sancer large no.18. I need helpe my wife cant get any thing to due eather can I so please if you 
can see any body up there that want hands let me no at once I can get all they need and it will 
allow me to get my wife away from down hear so please remember and ans I will appreciate it. 
      Looking for ans at once. Please let me no some thing thease crackers is birds in south. 
 
Alexandria, La., June 6, 1917 
      Dear Sirs: I am writing to you all asking a favor of you all. I am a girl of seventeen. School has 
just closed I have been going to school for nine months and now I feel like I aught to go to 
work. And I would like very well for you all to please forward me to a good job. But there isn't 
a thing here for me to do, the wages here is from a dollar and a half a week. What could I earn 
Nothing. I have a mother and father my father do all he can for me but it is so hard. A child 
with any respect about her self or his self wouldn't like to see there mother and father work so 
hard and earn nothing I feel it my duty to help. I would like for you all to get me a good job and 
as I haven't any money to come in please send me a pass and I would work and pay every cent 
of it back and get me a good quite place to stay. My father have been getting the defender for 
three or four months but for the last two weeks we have failed to get it. I don't know why. I 
am tired of down hear in this. . . I am afraid to say. Father seem to care and then again don't 
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seem to but Mother and I am tired of all of this. I wrote to you all because I believe you will 
help I need your help hopeing to here from you all very soon. 
 
Sumter, S.C., May 12, 1917 
      Dear Sir: Courd you get me a job in the . . . Tin Plate Factory at . . ., Pa. A job for (3) three 
also a pass from here for (3) I am a common laborer and the other are the same. If you could 
we will be ever so much ablige and will comply with your advertisement. If you can't get a job 
where we wish to go we will thank you for a good job any where in the state of Pa. or Ohio. I 
am in my 50 the others are my sons just in the bloom of life and I would wish that you could 
find a place where we can make a living and I also wish that you could find a place where we all 
three can be together. If you will send us a pass we will come just as soon as I receive it. If you 
find a place that you can send us please let us hear what the job will pay. Nothing more. I am 
yours respectfully. 

Port Arthur Texas, May 5, 1917 
Dear Sir: I am a reader of the Chicago Defender I think it is one of the Most Wonderful Papers 
of our race printed. Sirs I am writeing to see if You all will please get me a job. And Sir I can 
wash dishes, wash iron nursing work in groceries and dry good stores. Just any of these I can 
do. Sir, who so ever you get the job from please tell them to send me a ticket and I will pay 
them. When I get their as I have not got enough money to pay my way. I am a girl of 17 years 
old and in the 8 grade at Knox Academy School. But on account of not having money enough I 
had to stop school. Sir I will thank you all with all my heart. May God Bless you all. Please 
answer in return mail.  

Palestine, Tex., 1/2/17 
      Dear Sir: I hereby enclose you a few lines to find out some few things if you will be so kind 
to word them to me. I am a southerner lad and has never ben in the north no further than 
Texas and I has heard so much talk about the north and how much better the colard people 
are treated up there than they are down here and I has ben striveing so hard in my coming up 
and now I see that I cannot get up there without the ade of some one and I wants to ask you 
Dear Sir to please direct me in your best manner the stept that I shall take to get there and if 
there are any way that you can help me to get there and if there are any way that you can help 
me to get there I am kindly asking you for your ade. And if you will ade me please notify me by 
return mail because I am sure ancious to make it in the north because these southern white 
people are so mean and they seems to be getting worse and I wants to get away and they won't 
pay enough for work for a man to save up enough to get away and live to. If you will not ade 
me in getting up there please give me some information how I can get there I would like to get 
there in early spring, if I can get there if posible. Our southern white people are so cruel we 
collord people are almost afraid to walke the streets after night. So please let me hear from you 
by return mail. I will not say very much in this letter I will tell you more about it when I hear 
from you please ans. Soon to Yours truly 
Troy, Ala., Oct. 17, 1916 
Dear Sirs  
I am enclosing a clipping of a lynching again which speaks for itself. I do wish there could be 
sufficient presure brought about to have federal investigation of such work. I wrote you a few 
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days ago if you could furnish me with the addresses of some firms or co-opporations that 
needed common labor. So many of our people here are almost starving. The government is 
feeding quite a number here would go any where to better their conditions. If you can do any 
thing for us write me as early as possible. 
 
 
Troy, Ala., 3/24/17 
Dear Sir: I received you of Feb. 17 and was very delighted to hear from you in regards of the 
matter in which I writen you about. I am very anxious to get to Chicago and realy believe that if 
I was there I would very soon be working on the position in which I writen you about. Now 
you can just imagine how it is with the colored man in the south. I am more than anxious to go 
to Chicago but have not got the necessary fund in which to pay my way and these southern 
white peoples are not paying a man enough for his work down here to save up enough money 
to leave here with. Now I am asking you for a helping hand in which to assist me in getting to 
Chicago. I know you can do so if you only will. 
      Hoping to hear from you at an early date and looking for a helping hand and also any 
information you choose to inform me of, I remain as ever yours truly. 
 
New Orleans, La, Apr. 23, 1917 
Dear Sir: Reading a article in the 21st issue of the Chicago Defender about the trouble you had 
to obtain men for work out of Chicago and also seeing a advertisement for men in Detroit 
saying to apply to you I beg to state to you that if your could secure me a position in or around 
Chicago or any northern section with fairly good wages & good living conditions for myself and 
family I will gladly take same and if ther could be any ways of sending me transportation I will 
gladly let you or the firm you get me position with deduct transportation fee out of my salary. 
as I said before I will gladly take position in northern city or county where a mans a man here 
are a few positions which I am capable of holding down. Laborer, expirance porter, butler or 
driver of Ford car. Thaking you in advance for your kindness, beg to remain. 
 
Corinth, Miss., Apr. 30, 1917 
Dear Sir: I am a good cook age 35 years. I can bring my recermendation with me my name is ---
. I am in good health so I would like for you to send me a transportation. I have got a daughter 
and baby six months old so she can nurse so I would like to come up there and get a job of 
some kind. I can wait table cook housegirl nurse or do any work.  I am ready to come just as 
soon as you send the passes to us. I want to bring a box of quilts and a trunk of clothes so you 
please send us the passes for me and daughter. Write me at once I am a negro woman. We will 
leave her Sat. if you send the passes if you are not the man please give me some infamation to 
whom to write to a negro friend. 
 
Starkville, Miss., May 28, 1917 
Sir: Your name have bin given me as a Relibal furm putting people in toutch with good locations 
for education there children. Now I am a man of 40 years old. by traid I am a barber of 20 
years experence. I am now in the business for white but I can barber for either white or colord. 
I have a wife and seven children 5 girls and 2 boys. allso I am a preacher. I dont care for the 
large city life. I rather live in a town of 15 or 20 thousand. I want to raise by family nice and I 
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would like for my children to have the advantage of good schools and churches. Now if you are 
in a persison to help me a long this line I would be glad to here from yo. 
 
 
 
Ellisville, Miss., May 1, 1917 
Kind Sir: I have been takeing the Defender 4 months I injoy reading it very much I dont think 
that there could be a grander paper printed for the race, then the defender. 
Dear Editor I am thinking of leaving for Some good place in the North or West one I dont 
Know just which I learn that Nebraska was a very good climate for the people of the South. I 
wont you to give me some ideas on it, Or Some good farming country. I have been public 
working for 10 year. I am tired of that, And want to get out on a good farm. I have a wife and 5 
children and we all wont to get our from town a place an try to buy a good home near good 
Schools good Churchs. I am going to leave here as soon as I get able to work. Some are talking 
of a free train May 15 But I dont no anything of that. So I will go to work an then I will be sure, 
of my leaving Of course if it run I will go but I am not depending on it Wages here are so low 
can scarcely live We can buy enough to eat we only buy enough to Keep up alive I mean the 
greater part of the Race. Women wages are from $1.25 Some time as high as $2.50. just some 
time for a whole week. 
Hoping Dear Editor that I will get a hearing from you through return mail, giving me Some ideas 
and Some Sketches on the different Climate suitable for our health. 
P. S. You can place my letter in Some of the Defender Colums but done use my name in print, 
for it might get back down here. 

Lutcher, LA., May 13, 1917 
Dear Sir: I have been reading the Chicago defender and seeing so many advertisements about 
the work in the north I thought to write you concerning my condition. I am working hard in the 
south and can hardly earn a living. I have a wife and one child and can hardly feed them. I 
thought to write and ask you for some information concerning how to get a pass for myself and 
family. I dont want to leave my family behind as I cant hardly make a living for them right here 
with them and I know they would fare hard if I would leave them. If there are any agents in the 
south there havent been any of them to Lutcher if they would come here they would get at 
least fifty men. Please sir let me hear from you as quick as possible. Now this is all. Please dont 
publish my letter, I was out in town today talking to some of the men and they say if they could 
get passes that 30 or 40 of them would come. But they havent got the money and they dont 
know how to come. But they are good strong and able working men. If you will instruct me I 
will instruct the other men how to come as they all want to work. Please dont publish this 
because we have to whisper this around among our selves because the white folks are angry 
now because the negroes are going north.  
 
New Orleans, LA. April 22, 1917 
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Sirs: Noticing and ad in Chicago Defender of your assitance to those desiring employment 
there I thought I mayhaps you could help me secure work in your Windy City. I’m a married 
man have one child. I have common school education, this is my hand write. I am presently 
employed as a miner has been for 14 years but would like a Change. I’m apt to learn would like 
to get where I could go on up and support myself and family. You know more about it than I 
but in your opinion could I make anything as pullman porter being inexsperienced? I’d be so 
grateful to U. to place me in something I’ve worked myself too hard for nothing. I’m sober and 
can adjust my life with any kind and am a quiet christian man.  
 
 
Selma, Ala., May 19, 1917 
Dear Sir: I thought that you might help me in Some way either personally or through your 
influence, is why I am worrying you for which I beg pardon. 
I am a married man having wife and mother to support, (I mention this in order to properly 
convey my plight) conditions here are not altogether good and living expenses growing while 
wages are small. My greatest desire is to leave for a better place but am unable to raise the 
money. 
I can write short stories all of which portray negro characters but no burlesque can also write 
poems, have a gift for cartooning but have never learned the technicalities of comic drawing. 
these things will never profit me anything here in Natchez. Would like to know if you could use 
one or two of my short stories in serial form in your great paper they are very interesting and 
would furnish good reading matter. By this means I could probably leave here in short and thus 
come in possession of better employment enabling me to take up my drawing which I like best. 
Kindly let me hear from you and if you cannot favor me could you refer me to any Negro 
publication buying fiction from their race.   
 
 
Bessemer, Al., May 14, 2017 
Dear Sir: Permitt me to inform you that I have had the pleasure of reading the Defender for the 
first time in my life as I never dreamed that there was such a race paper published and I must 
say that its some paper. 
However I can unhesitatingly say that it is extraordinarily interesting and had I know that there 
was such a paper in my town or such being handled in my vicinity I would have been a 
subscriber years ago. 
Nevertheless I read every space of the paper dated April 28th which is my first and only paper 
at present. Although I am greatfully anticipating the pleasure of receiving my next Defender as I 
now consider myself a full fledged defender fan and I have also requested the representative of 
said paper to deliver my Defender weekly. 
In reading the Defenders want ad I notice that there is lots of work to be had and if I havent 
miscomprehended I think I also understand that the transportation is advanced to able bodied 
working men who is out of work and desire work. Am I not right? with the understanding that 
those who have been advanced transportation same will be deducted from their salary after 
they have begun work. Now then if this is they proposition I have about 10 or 15 good working 
men who is out of work and are dying to leave the south and I assure you that they are 
working men and will be too glad to come north east or west, any where but the south. 
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Now then if this is the proposition kindly let me know by return mail. However I assure you 
that it shall be my pleasure to furnish you with further or all information that you may 
undertake to ask or all information necessary concerning this communication. 
Thanking you in advance for the courtesy of a prompt reply with much interest. 
 

 

 

 

Migrants’ Letters Home 
 

These letters were collected and printed in the Journal of Negro History in 1919. 
 
Teaching Idea: As a follow-up to the letters to the Chicago Defender activity, have students read one 
or more of the following six letters. As with the previous activity, students can work in pairs using 
different colored highlighters or markers, this time to indicate positive and negative experiences and 
conditions experienced by the letter writers. Process their findings as described in the previous activity. 
 
 
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 7, 1917 
Dear Sir:  
I take this method of thanking you for yours early responding and the glorious effect of the 
treatment. Oh. I do feel so fine. Dr. the treatment reach me almost ready to move. 
I am now housekeeping again I like it so much better than rooming. Well Dr. with the aid of 
God I am making very good I make $75 per month. I am carrying enough insurance to pay me 
$20 per week if I am not able to be on duty. 
I don't have to work hard. dont have to mister every little white boy comes along I havent 
heard a white man call a colored a nigger you no now -- since I been in the state of Pa. I can 
ride in the electric street and steam cars any where I get a seat. I dont care to mix with white -- 
what I mean I am not crazy about being with white folks, but if I have to pay the same fare I 
have learn to want the same acomidation. and if you are first in a place here shoping you dont 
have to wait until the white folks get thro tradeing. yet amid all this I shall ever love the good 
old South, and I am praying that God may give every well wisher a chance to be a man 
regardless of his color, and if my going to the front would bring about such conditions, I am 
ready any day -- well Dr. I dont want to worry you but read between lines; and maybe you can 
see a little sense in my weak statement. 
Dr. when you find time I would be delighted to have a word from the good old home state. 
Wife join me in sending love you and yours. I am your friend and patient. 
 
Pittsburg, Pa., May 11, 1917 
      My dear Pastor and wife: It affords me great pleasure to write you this leave me well & O.K. 
I hope you & sis Hayes are well & no you think I have forgotten you all but I never will how is 
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ever body & how is the church getting along well I am in this great city & you no it cool here 
right now the trees are just peeping out. fruit trees are now in full bloom but its cool yet we 
set by big fire over night. I like the money O.K. but I like the South betterm for my Pleasure 
this city is too fast for me they give you big money for what you do but they charge you big 
things for what you get and the people are coming by cal Loads every day its just pack out the 
people are Begging for some whears to sta. If you have a family or children & come here you 
can buy a house easier than you can rent one if you rent one you have to sign up for 6 months 
or 12 month so you see if you don't like it you have to stay you no they pass that law because 
the People move about so much I am at a real nice place and stay right in the house of a Rve.---
-- and family his wife is a state worker I mean a missionary she is some class own a plenty rel 
estate & personal Property they has a 4 story home on the mountain, Piano in the parlor, organ 
in the sewing room, 1 daughter and 2 sons but you no I have to pay $2.00 per week just to 
sleep and pay it in advance. . . . 
Pittsburg, Pa., May 11, 1917 
      My dear Pastor and wife: It affords me great pleasure to write you this leave me well & O.K. 
I hope you & sis Hayes are well & no you think I have forgotten you all but I never will how is 
ever body & how is the church getting along well I am in this great city & you no it cool here 
right now the trees are just peeping out. fruit trees are now in full bloom but its cool yet we 
set by big fire over night. I like the money O.K. but I like the South betterm for my Pleasure 
this city is too fast for me they give you big money for what you do but they charge you big 
things for what you get and the people are coming by cal Loads every day its just pack out the 
people are Begging for some whears to sta. If you have a family or children & come here you 
can buy a house easier than you can rent one if you rent one you have to sign up for 6 months 
or 12 month so you see if you don't like it you have to stay you no they pass that law because 
the People move about so much I am at a real nice place and stay right in the house of a Rve.---
-- and family his wife is a state worker I mean a missionary she is some class own a plenty rel 
estate & personal Property they has a 4 story home on the mountain, Piano in the parlor, organ 
in the sewing room, 1 daughter and 2 sons but you no I have to pay $2.00 per week just to 
sleep and pay it in advance. . . . 
 
Chicago, Illinois 
      My dear Sister: I was agreeably surprised to hear from you and to hear from home. I am well 
and thankful to say I am doing well. The weather and everything else was a surprise to me when 
I came. I got here in time to attend one of the greatest revivals in the history of my life over 
500 people joined the church. We had a Holy Ghost shower. You know I like to have run wild. 
It was snowing some nights and if you didn't hurry you could not get standing room. Please 
remember me kindly to any who ask of me. The people are rushing here by the thousands and I 
know if you come and rent a big house you can get all the roomers you want. You write me 
exactly when you are coming. I am not keeping house yet I am living with my brother and his 
wife. My sone is in California but will be home soon. He spends his winter in California. I can 
get a nice place for you to stop until you can look around and see what you want. I am quite 
busy. I work in Swifts packing co. in the sausage department. My daughter and I work for the 
same company-We get $1.50 a day and we pack so many sausages we don't have much time to 
play but it is a matter of a dollar with me and I feel that God made the path and I am walking 
therein. 
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      Tell your husband work is plentiful here and he won't have to loaf if he want work. I know 
unless old man A----- changed it was awful with his sould and G----- also. 
      Well I am always glad to hear from my friends and if I can do anything to assist any of them 
to better their condition. Please remember me to Mr. C----and his family I will write them all as 
soon as I can. Well, I guess I have said about enough. I will be delighted to look into your face 
once more in my life. Pray for me for I am heaven bound. I have made too many rounds to slip 
now. I know you will pray for prayer is the life of any sensible man or woman. Well goodbye 
from your sister in Christ. 
P.S. My brother moved the week after I came. When you fully decide to come write me and let 
me know what day you expect to leave and over what road and if I don't meet you I will have 
some ther to meet you and look after you. I will send you a paper as soon as one come along 
they send out extras two and three times a day. 
 
 
Chicago, Illinois 
 My dear Sister: I was agreeably surprised to hear from you and to hear from home. I am well 
and thankful to say I am doing well. The weather and everything else was a surprise to me when 
I came. I got here in time to attend one of the greatest revivals in the history of my life over 
500 people joined the church. We had a Holy Ghost shower. You know I like to have run wild. 
It was snowing some nights and if you didn't hurry you could not get standing room. Please 
remember me kindly to any who ask of me. The people are rushing here by the thousands and I 
know if you come and rent a big house you can get all the roomers you want. You write me 
exactly when you are coming. I am not keeping house yet I am living with my brother and his 
wife. My sone is in California but will be home soon. He spends his winter in California. I can 
get a nice place for you to stop until you can look around and see what you want. I am quite 
busy. I work in Swifts packing co. in the sausage department. My daughter and I work for the 
same company-We get $1.50 a day and we pack so many sausages we don't have much time to 
play but it is a matter of a dollar with me and I feel that God made the path and I am walking 
therein. Tell your husband work is plentiful here and he won't have to loaf if he want work. I 
know unless old man A----- changed it was awful with his sould and G----- also. 
Well I am always glad to hear from my friends and if I can do anything to assist any of them to 
better their condition. Please remember me to Mr. C----and his family I will write them all as 
soon as I can. Well, I guess I have said about enough. I will be delighted to look into your face 
once more in my life. Pray for me for I am heaven bound. I have made too many rounds to slip 
now. I know you will pray for prayer is the life of any sensible man or woman. Well goodbye 
from your sister in Christ.            P.S. My brother moved the week after I came. When you 
fully decide to come write me and let me know what day you expect to leave and over what 
road and if I don't meet you I will have some ther to meet you and look after you. I will send 
you a paper as soon as one come along they send out extras two and three times a day. 

Chicago, IL 
Dear Old Friend: These moments I thought I would write you a few true facts of the present 
condition of the north. Certainly I am trying to take a close observation—now it is tru the (col) 
men are making good. Never pay less than $3.00 per day or (10) hours—this is not promise. I 
do not see how they pay such wages the way they work labors. they do not hurry or drive you. 
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Remember this is the very lowest wages. Piece work men can make from $6 to $8 per day. 
They receive their pay every two weeks. this city I am living in, the population 30,000 (20) miles 
from Big Chicago, Ill. Doctor I am some what impress. My family also. They are doing nicely. I 
have no right to complain what ever. I rec. the papers you mail me some few days ago and you 
no I enjoyed them reading about the news down in Dixie. I often think of so much of the 
conversation we engage in concerning this part of the worl. I wish many time that you could 
see our People up there as they are entirely in a different light. I witness Decoration Day on 
May 30th, the line of march was 4 miles. (8) brass band. All business houses were close. I tell 
you the people here are patriotic. I enclose you the cut of the white press. the chief of police 
drop dead Friday. Burried him today. The procession about (3) miles long. Over (400) auto in 
the parade—five dpt—police Force, Mayor and alderman and secret societies; we are having 
some cold weather—we are still wearing over coats—Let me know what is my little city doing. 
People are coming here every day and are finding employment. Nothing here but money and it 
is not hard to get. Remember me to your dear Family. Oh, I have children in school every day 
with the white children. I will write you more next time. how is the lodge. Yours friend, 

From the Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia, African American Migration  
by James Wolfinger 

 
 
 
Black Migration North 
 
The greatest wave of black migrants in Philadelphia’s history to that point came during World 
War I when the conflict overseas choked off European migration and Northern businesses 
across the United States looked to the South for labor. This massive population movement, 
known as the Great Migration, changed the face of American cities from Boston and New York 
City to Detroit, Chicago, and beyond. Philadelphia’s black population more than doubled, rising 
from 63,000 in 1900 to 134,000 in 1920, with most of the migrants coming from the Eastern 
seaboard. Other industrial cities in the area, such as Camden, Chester, and Norristown, also 
saw their black communities grow, but the great bulk of the immigrants moved to 
Philadelphia.  Women played a critical role in the migration, helping establish communal and kin 
networks that brought migrants to Philadelphia. 

Most newly arrived African Americans were best described as the “working poor” and they 
sought employment at the area’s major companies such as the Pennsylvania and Reading 
Railroads, Baldwin Locomotive, Midvale Steel, Cramps Shipyard, and the Philadelphia Rapid 
Transit Company. White Philadelphians, many from families only recently arrived in the United 
States as immigrants, regarded African Americans as competitors for jobs and decent housing. 
Their consternation about blacks in their workplaces and neighborhoods led to a number of 
racial conflicts that mirrored events across the nation. Philadelphia and Chester, Pennsylvania, 
both had riots in 1918 that killed five people in each city, and Coatesville (45 miles west of 
Philadelphia) a few years earlier in 1911 witnessed the lynching of a steelworker 
named Zachariah Walker. Surveys showed that Philadelphia was so inhospitable that many new 
residents contemplated returning to the South. Some formed the Colored Protective 
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Association or supported the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) to assert their rights. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Philadelphia: The Great Experiment Film Clip Questions 

(Clips available at historyofphilly.com/education) 
 
Awakening: 
What challenges did the Anderson family face upon migrating to Philadelphia? 
 
 
Where did they find comfort and support? 
 
Corrupt: 
What did middle class African Americans think of Bessie Smith’s music? 
 
 
Why did African Americans tend to live in only certain sections of Philadelphia, including South 
Philadelphia? 
 
 
How did African Americans react to being banned from Center City establishments? 
 
Answer Key 
 

 
What challenges did the Anderson family face upon migrating to Philadelphia? 

• Annie could not get teaching job without certification 
• John could not find employment other than hauling coal and ice 
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Where did the Andersons find comfort and support? 
• Their Baptist Church 

 
 
What did middle class African Americans think of Bessie Smith’s music? 

• It was “the devil’s music” 
 
Why did African Americans tend to live in only certain sections of Philadelphia, including South 
Philadelphia? 

• Deed restrictions and redlining 
 
How did African Americans react to being banned from Center City establishments? 

• Forming their own separate establishments 
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The Standard of Living Among One Hundred Negro Migrant Families in 
Philadelphia by Sadie Tanner Mossell, PhD 
https://archive.org/details/stadardofliving00moss 

CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The Negro Migration of 1916, 1917, 1918. 

A Detailed Statement of the Migration to Philadelphia During This Period 
 
Getting the Facts 

1. How did World War I (the Great War) change the labor market in the North? 
 
 

2. What generalizations can be made about the type of work done by the migrants? 
 
 

3. How did Philadelphia’s existing black community help the migrants? 
 
 

4. How did white Philadelphians react to the influx of black Southern migrants? 
 

5. How did the influx of the migrants impact the lives of “old Philadelphians,” members 
of Philadelphia’s long-standing black community? 

 
 

6. According to Alexander, why were the migrants in part to blame for the negative 
views that whites and “old Philadelphians” had of them? 

 
Analysis:  
1. Sadie Tanner Mossell was a member of the elite and well-established “old Philadelphia” black 
community, yet she chose to write her dissertation about the lives of the migrants.  
 
2. Based on what you’ve read in the Introduction, how do you think she feels about the steep 
increase in Philadelphia’s black population? 
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Answer Key 
 
Getting the Facts 

1. How did World War I (the Great War) change the labor market in the North? 
European immigrants stopped coming to the US leading industries to turn to Southern blacks 

 
2. What generalizations can be made about the type of work done by the migrants? 

Many worked on the railroads or heavy industry; some women worked in textile mills; low-skilled 
labor 

 
3. How did Philadelphia’s existing black community help the migrants? 

-Black churches helped other agencies seeking to provide better housing 
-Black doctors, dentists, and pharmacists helped with housing, medical needs, and education 
-Churches offered lectures on how to care for themselves 
-Cavalry Church (Broad & Bainbridge) put kids in Sunday School, gave out soup and coal 
-Other churches helped by giving advice such as to take advantage of educational opportunities and 
to be good workers 

 
4. How did white Philadelphians react to the influx of black Southern migrants? 

-Blacks were restricted to certain parts of the city for housing, contributing the severe housing 
problems 
-Schools were segregated 
-Churches, restaurants, and theaters that had previously welcomed blacks barred their presence 

 
5. How did the influx of the migrants impact the lives of “old Philadelphians,” members of 
Philadelphia’s long-standing black community? 

     -Social and educational facilities that had previously been open to them no longer were 
    -Some churches split up because old Philadelphians didn’t want migrants to join  their congregations. 
 

6. According to Alexander, why were the migrants in part to blame for the negative views that 
whites and “old Philadelphians” had of them? 

-Some “lounged on corners” or went to “dens of vice and saloons” 
-Some were armed and became involved in crime 
 

 
Analysis:  

1. What is the significance of the race riot that occurred when a “colored probation officer…a 
woman of refinement and training and a citizen of old Philadelphia” purchased a house on 
previously all-white block? 

 Answers will vary 
  
 

2. Sadie Tanner Mossell was a member of the elite and well-established “old Philadelphia” black 
community, yet she chose to write her dissertation about the lives of the migrants. Based on 
what you’ve read in the Introduction, how do you think she feels about the steep increase in 
Philadelphia’s black population? 

 Answers will vary 
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NOTE: Images and video clip available on Hidden City website (search Hidden City Amy Cohen) 

EXAMINING CLASS AND RACIAL DYNAMICS ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF 
THE 1918 RIOTS IN SOUTH PHILADELPHIA  JULY 25, 2019 |  BY AMY COHEN   
 
We are living in an era of degrading racial norms. President Donald Trump’s tweets and 
statements regularly use defamatory language to describe people of color both in our nation 
and abroad. According to FBI statistics, hate crimes based on race, ethnicity, and ancestry 
increased 18.4% from 2016 to 2017, the last year for which statistics are available. 

Between the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 1920s, Philadelphia experienced 
similar escalations in both discrimination and racial violence. In fact, one of the worst episodes 
of racial violence in the city’s history took place exactly 101 years ago. To understand the 
context of the events of July 26-31, 1918, it helps to examine the early lives of two of 
Philadelphia’s most noteworthy African American women. 

World-renowned singer Marian Anderson (1897-1993) was born in South Philadelphia during 
an era of relative racial peace in Philadelphia. At the turn to the 20th century, the city’s black 
population was fairly small (only about 60,000 people in a city of over 1.2 million residents) and 
led by an educated, intellectually engaged elite that had coalesced in the late 18th century. 
Members of this community attended the venerable Institute for Colored Youth at 9th and 
Bainbridge Streets, mixed within the ranks of the exclusive black social clubs, and frequented 
restaurants and theaters alongside white Philadelphians. 

The Anderson family was not of this ilk. Like many poor black Philadelphians, her grandparents 
had been enslaved and her parents were recent migrants from the South. Although Marian’s 
mother Anna had been a teacher in Virginia, she was unable to find work in her profession once 
she came to Philadelphia. In spite of her education, she took in laundry and worked in a tobacco 
factory. Marian’s father, John, shoveled coal and did odd jobs for the Pennsylvania Railroad. 

John was also a church officer with Union Baptist Church, proud that his daughter was able to 
join the choir at the age of six. Known as the “baby contralto,” Anderson was soon invited to 
sing at varied events and gatherings, thus bringing in a much-needed bit of money. Her budding 
talent also gave the family a sense of specialness within their community—albeit a less elevated 
community than that of their wealthier and more established African American peers. 
Sadie Tanner Mossell Alexander (1898-1989) was born a year after Anderson. The extended 
Tanner Mossell family epitomized Philadelphia’s black elite. Her family tree includes the painter 
Henry Ossawa Tanner. Her father, Aaron Mossell, was the first African American to attend the 
University of Pennsylvania’s Law School and her uncle, Nathan Mossell, was Penn’s first black 
medical school graduate. 

After earning a BA from the University of Pennsylvania’s School of Education in 1918, she 
stayed on at Penn to become the second African American woman in the country to earn a 
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PhD. She married attorney Roy Pace Alexander, another descendent of the black aristocracy. In 
1927, Mossell became the first black female University of Pennsylvania Law School graduate and 
the first admitted to the Pennsylvania Bar. 

In order to understand a key turning point in the life of Marian Anderson, we must turn to the 
work of the young scholar, Sadie T. Mossell. Her thesis written in pursuit of a master’s in 
economics was entitled The Standard of Living Among One Hundred Negro Migrant Families in 
Philadelphia. Completed in 1919, her research documented the quickly shifting racial dynamics 
that existed in early 20th century Philadelphia. 
 
During the early years of Marian Anderson’s life, her family lived in several South Philadelphia 
locales, neighborhoods that were characterized by a mix of African American, Jewish, Irish, and 
Italian residents. Although racial tensions surely existed, these diverse communities of recent 
arrivals to the city struggled and strived in proximity and generally in peace. Anderson attended 
the integrated Stanton Grammar School at 17th and Christian Streets throughout her 
childhood and early adolescence. 

But, as Mossell explains, the steep influx of Southern migrants during the era of the Great War 
changed the racial mood of the city. As European immigration screeched to a halt, uneducated, 
unskilled black families were lured to Philadelphia as to other industrial cities of the North. 
Philadelphia’s black population skyrocketed, causing consternation among the city’s white 
residents. The increase was particularly steep from 1916-1918 when an estimated 150 black 
migrants arrived from the South each week. 

Finding a place to live became the biggest challenge for the new arrivals. In her thesis Mossell 
describes attitudes toward the black migrant: “If we may judge the attitude of the whites by 
their efforts to segregate him, it would seem that he was highly unwelcome. The housing 
problem was itself a result of the determination on the part of the white people that the 
migrant should live only in that part of the city in which Negroes had previously lived. Vacant 
houses in other sections were not for rent or sale to the Negroes.” 
The black elite, who had become known as the Old Philadelphians or OPs, were also wary of 
the new arrivals who posed an enormous threat to their comfortable, genteel way of life. 
According to Mossell, “The increase in Negro population greatly stimulated the movement….to 
segregate children in schools. Also, such social privileges as the service of eating houses and the 
attending of white churches and theaters by Negroes, were practically withdrawn after the 
influx of Negro migrants into Philadelphia.” 

It is in this context that we must understand a key turning point young Anderson’s life, as 
illustrated in the video below. With the encouragement of her community, in 1914 Anderson 
walked from her South Philadelphia home to the Philadelphia Musical Academy at 1617 Spruce 
Street–later The Garden Restaurant and now a condominium. (video clip available on Hidden City 
website; search Hidden City Amy Cohen) 
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Nearly five decades later, Anderson still sharply recalled the sting of this rejection. Given the 
Philadelphia of her early years, she claimed that this was when she first experienced a “painful 
realization of what it meant to be a Negro.” 

Unfortunately, Adella Bond learned about the change in more dramatic fashion. In 1918, she 
bought a home at 2936 Ellsworth Street. Mossell describes Bond as “a colored probation 
officer of the Municipal Court, a woman of refinement and training and an old citizen of 
Philadelphia.” In this new racially-hardened city, however, being a member of the “OP” class did 
not insulate blacks from anti-migrant anger. 

On July 26, 1918, a crowd of roughly 100 white men and boys, many of them armed, 
congregated in front of Bond’s new home. After a rock was thrown through her parlor 
window, she shot a rifle through her second story window to alert the police. Bond was 
arrested and several days of rioting ensued. Large swaths of the area from Dickinson Street to 
Washington Avenue and 23rd to 30th Streets were engulfed in violence. A police officer was 
shot by a black man. Subsequently, two black men were killed while in police custody. 60 blacks 
and three whites were arrested during the days of violence. Many witnesses, however, thought 
the police exacerbated the situation by antagonizing the black men and protecting the whites. 
Overall, four people died, hundreds were injured, and black neighborhoods were severely 
damaged. It was the first race riot the city had experienced since 1871. 

During the years of the First World War, racial attitudes in Philadelphia had changed. Increased 
hostility and discrimination affected not only struggling blacks like the Andersons, but also 
members of the established black elite like the Alexanders. As Mossell describes in her thesis, 
“As in the case of the probation officer (Adella Bond) so in numerous other occurrences, the 
colored people of every class received harsh treatment at the hands of the white public.” No 
wonder Anderson chose to leave the city to pursue her career; and no wonder that Alexander 
chose to stay, continuing to fight for civil rights as an attorney and early member of 
Philadelphia’s Commission on Human Relations. 
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The Challenge of Housing 

 
The following documents from the Temple University’s Urban Archives offer primary source 
evidence of the difficulties facing African Americans who migrated from the South to 
Philadelphia.  
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Philada Aug 19th 1919 
P.H.A. 

Subject: Investigation of the Negro Problem 
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Officer #2201 (colored policeman) who does special work in this district (7th and Catherine St) 
states, he noticed lately a few new colored families east of 7th St., one family around Catherine 
between 6th and 7th St and a few families on Passyunk Ave, above Christian Street, (this is east 
of 7th st) he believes the colored people are becoming more numerous in this district, as, he has 
been around here for about twelve (12) years, when he (the policeman) first came in this 
district there were none—now there are a great many and some have gone east of 7th St., this 
policeman states they are in small streets.       Thos. G. Reed      
P.S. attached copy of letter written by Booker T. Washington, Jr. to the Bulletin 8/19/19  T.G.R. 
 
 
August 19, 2019 
To the Editor of the Bulletin. 
 Sir: For nearly three months I have been seeking a home for my little family, consisting of 
myself and wife and two children, aged respectively, the girl three years and the boy five. I 
found it next to impossible to purchase or rent in certain districts, although in many instances 
desirable properties were to be had. The invariable explanation given was, “We do not desire 
to have negroes living in these houses.” Among my own race I have experienced many 
objections, simply because we had children. Most of the objectors owned cats and dogs, who 
judging the animals by appearance, had pleasant surroundings. It all seems strange to me when I 
remember that through the consecrated lifetime service of my father, over 40,000 black 
children have been comfortably housed and properly trained for the battle of life. Yet his own 
children “had no place to go.” This is despite the fact we were reasonably able to meet the 
moral and material requirements. The steady migration of negroes from the South to Northern 
centres is daily adding to the already overtaxed civic problems of this section. In very many 
instances these newcomers are poorly equipped to combat the vicissitudes of their new 
surroundings. How we shall best deal with them is of itself a task which tests our best 
statesmanship. Nevertheless, these dangers must be faced and bravely adjusted. These elements 
of our citizenship are of the very salt of the earth.  They are thoroughly and intensely 
American. This is their country: they know no other flag—and have proved their loyalty and 
devotion by every human test. The grass is hardly green above the little spot of earth at 
Tuskegee where rests the body of the genius who brought that useful institution into being. We 
who share his faith and who have profited by his example recall each day his prophetic warning 
to his countrymen, “You cannot keep the humblest individual down without dragging yourself 
down to his level.” The problem which faces the white man and the negro at the South is being 
rapidly transplanted to the North and West. Who shall say that America cannot adjust to these 
difficulties justly?  After our exit from our great and unselfish service in saving the civilization of 
our European Allies, shall we prove recreant in saving ourselves? 
Booker T. Washington, Jr.  
 
Vicissitudes – Changes of circumstance 
 
Recreant – Cowardly 
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Digging Deeper into the Great Migration to Philadelphia 
 
Go to goinnorth.org/oral-histories. There are 36 interviews of men and women who came to 
Philadelphia during the early 20th century. Either assign or let students choose an interview to 
listen to. Then, distribute a Great Migration Oral History Sheet to each student. As the 
interviews differ in length, students may need to skip some sections in order to complete the 
sheet within a 50-minute class period; the interviews are divided into clearly labeled sections. 
 
Explain that the next day, students will be playing the role of the person whose interview they 
listened to. (Optional: require students to bring a small prop of some kind to help them tell the 
runaway’s story.) For homework, have students complete a Venn Diagram comparing the story 
of their migrant to those of John and Marie Anderson. 
 
The next day, you will host an imaginary reunion of people of Philadelphia’s Great Migration. 
Great Migration Reunion (see Student Materials) sheet to each student. Students should 
circulate, getting stories from others while sharing their own. They should not fill out their own 
story on the grid. Once each student has gathered the stories of six other migrants, put 
students in groups of 3 to 5 to see if they can determine any generalizations about the migrants 
in terms of age, reasons for leaving, jobs in Philadelphia, etc.  
 
As a follow-up assessment of this activity, students can write a letter to a friend or relative 
about their experiences at the Great Migration Reunion. The letter should focus on 
generalizations about the experiences of migrants to Philadelphia. 
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Digging Deeper into the Great Migration to Philadelphia: Oral History Note Sheet 

 
Fill in the information below listening to the oral history interview you were given 
in class. Not all information will be available for each story. You can continue on 
back or on an additional piece of paper if needed. 
 
Name: 
 
Age at time of migration: 
 
Year of migration:  
 
Location/conditions/experiences while in the South:  
 
 
Impetus to migrate (Note any PUSH/PULL factors): 
 
 
Reasons Philadelphia chosen as a destination: 
 
 
Mode of transit to Philadelphia: 
 
 
Experiences in Philadelphia—Family and/or Neighborhood 
 
 
 
 
 
Experiences in Philadelphia—Education and/or Jobs 
 
 
 
 
 
Experiences in Philadelphia—Race 
  
  
 
 
 
Any other interesting details: 
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The Great Migration to Philadelphia Reunion 

 

-Name  
-Age and 
year of 
Migration 

Notable 
experiences in 
the South; 
reasons for 
departure 

Notable 
experiences in 
Philadelphia: 
Family and/or 
Neighborhood  

Notable 
experiences in 
Philadelphia: 
Education and/or 
Jobs 

Notable 
experiences in 
Philadelphia: Race 
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-Name  
-Age and 
year of 
Migration 

Notable 
experiences in 
the South; 
reasons for 
departure 

Notable 
experiences in 
Philadelphia: 
Family and/or 
Neighborhood 

Notable 
experiences in 
Philadelphia: 
Education and/or 
Jobs 

Notable 
experiences in 
Philadelphia: Race 
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Final Assessment  
 

Using evidence and information gathered in the Oral History Activity, students participate in a 
debate, engage in a Socratic seminar, or write an essay assessing the following quotations. The 
first two are from the African American playwright, August Wilson who argues that moving 
North was a mistake. Expressing an opposing point of view, the second two quotations are 
from Isabel Wilkerson’s The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great Migration. 
 
“We were land-based agrarian people from Africa. We were uprooted from Africa, and we spent 200 years 
developing our culture as black Americans. And then we left the South. We uprooted ourselves and 
attempted to transplant this culture to the pavements of the industrialized North. And it was a transplant 
that did not take. I think if we had stayed in the South, we would have been a stronger people. And because 
the connection between the South of the 20’s, 30’s and 40’s has been broken, it’s very difficult to 
understand who we are.” 
 
 
“We came to the North, and we’re still victims of discrimination and oppression in the North. The real 
reason that the people left was a search for jobs because the agriculture, cotton agriculture in particular, 
could no longer support us. But the move to the cities has not been a good move. Today…we still don’t have 
jobs….” 
 
“All told, perhaps the most significant measure of the Great Migration was the act of leaving itself, 
regardless of the individual outcome. Despite the private disappointments and triumphs of any individual 
migrant, the Migration, in some ways, was its own point. The achievement was in making the decision to be 
free and acting on that decision, wherever that journey led them.” 
 
“Over the decades, perhaps the wrong questions have been asked about the Great Migration. Perhaps it is 
not a question of whether the migrants brought good or ill to the cities they fled to or were pushed or pulled 
to their destinations, but a question of how they summoned the courage to leave in the first place or how 
they found the will to press beyond the forces against them and the faith in a country that had rejected 
them for so long. By their actions, they did not dream the American Dream, they willed it into being by a 
definition of their own choosing. They did not ask to be accepted but declared themselves the Americans 
that perhaps few others recognized but that they had always been.” 
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Current Connections 
 

Clearly there are numerous parallels that can be drawn between participants in the Great 
Migration and the people moving to Philadelphia today and in the recent past. Oral history is a 
means through which students can build interpersonal skills, increase understanding of their 
communities, and appreciate the diversity of our city. 
 
Consider assigning students the task of: 

• Interviewing a family member, friend, or neighbor who migrated to Philadelphia from 
another state or country 
 

• Interviewing people who have migrated to Philadelphia from a particular region of the 
world such as Central America or Southeast Asia 

 
There are abundant on-line sources to guide teachers in preparing students for oral history 
interviews. Students can use the Digging Deeper into the Great Migration to Philadelphia: Oral 
History Note Sheet as the basis for developing their interview questions.  
 
Students can share their findings through short videos or in written form. They should compare 
the experiences of the participants in the Great Migration to those of the more recent migrants 
who they have collectively interviewed. Finally, students should reflect on how the oral history 
and comparison experiences have helped them to answer the essential question, “How do 
migration and immigration transform the identity of a place or group?”  

 
Outstanding Websites 

 
greatmigrationphl.org 
The Great Migration: A City Transformed, produced by Scribe Video in 2019, is rich with media artists’ 
interpretations of the Great Migration, short videos about significant institutions, and even a walking 
tour of relevant sites. It also contains a concise historical overview of the Great Migration to 
Philadelphia featuring vivid primary sources. 
 
philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/african-american-migration/ 
African American Migration provides a summary of the Great Migration within the context of black 
migration to Philadelphia from the 1600s through the twentieth century.  
 
WRTI The Great Migration & Jazz 
In 2016 deejay Bob Perkins developed a series of programs to explore connections between the Great 
Migration, particularly to Philadelphia, and jazz music.  
 
https://tinamoore.atavist.com/oldphiladelphiansandsouthernnewcomers 
This remarkable site uses photos, video, oral history, and documents to tell the story of the Great 
Migration to Philadelphia with an emphasis on the often tense relationship between the migrants and the 
“OPs”or Old Philadelphians, members of the already existing black community who found their own 
social positions challenged by the influx of Southern migrants. 
 


